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Davenports
5, 6 & 7 Charing Cross Underground Arcade,
 Strand, London, WC2N 4HZ

Tel: 020 7836 0408  Fax: 020 7379 8828

Known the world over and famous as makers of magic and publishers since 1898

www.davenportsmagic.co.uk

The main effect offered is a new approach to the Torn & Restored plot.
Starting with a corner really being torn from a corner of a card.  With some
business, the corner is stapled back onto the card which is signed by a
spectator. You now proceed to visually heal the torn corner and hand out
the card for inspection where there is nothing to find, just the two staples
which once held the card together.  Five other strange occurrences are
included. ‘Twirl and Shout’, where a card on a table from before the
trick begins, transforms to the signed card.  ‘Dear Diary’.  A diary is used
to reveal a signed card, far too strange to be a coincidence.  ‘Take Note’.
Where a prediction written on a pad visibly changes to a signed
selection as it is torn from the pad. ‘Signature Piece’.  A signed two-card

transpo with a difference which just blows people away.  Finally, ‘Boxing
Clever’. A super-easy card to matchbox where the simple gimmick does all the work.  Soft back

booklet, art paper, 6 x 8 inches, 28 pages, photographically fully illustrated.     Price: £10.50 Post Paid U.K.

"RIPPED & REPAIRED"
David Forrest
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Is it the weather? Is it exams?

I really don’t know why but our thriving YMC forum
has gone super quiet recently…

There was a time when there were hundreds of
postings and people were swapping news, views
and ideas every day of the week. Now, when I have
a look, it seems a rather tired and dusty place
which needs a bit of life breathed back into it.

So I’m offering a prize for the person whose postings
do the best job in bringing the forum back to life. Will
that be you?

And speaking of exams … you need to work hard
now! The magic will wait. I know you don’t think so
but magic is something that you’ll be able to perform
right up into old age - yet you won’t be starting new careers in your seventies and eighties!
That is what you have to concentrate on now – your future career, earning the money that
will put a roof over your head and food on your table because you won’t be relying on mum
and dad in ten or fifteen years’ time! Performing magic is an extra – it will give you the fun
in your life, the spare cash to run the car that you want or to buy the latest must-have
technology. If you intend to go to university then you will be able to support yourself
performing magic at night and at weekends rather than working in McDonalds or Burger
King! But for the present get that revision done and achieve the highest exam marks that
you can! I look forward to hearing about your results later in the year.

In July I’m off to the biggest International magic convention of the year. It is the combined
efforts of the Society of American Magicians and the International Brotherhood of
Magicians. These two prestigious societies usually hold separate conventions but this year
they are combining resources and taking over a hotel in Louisville, Kentucky.

There will be competitions with large financial prizes and stars galore performing in some
amazing shows. Some of you will remember Bruce Kalver, who lectured and performed at
last year’s J-Day; he will be inaugurated as President of the SAM and the Young Magicians
Club takes this opportunity to wish him all the best for the year ahead.

Because I’m away in July, the August issue of ‘Secrets’ is being put together right now. If you
have anything you would like me to include email me as soon as possible.

Meanwhile work hard now - and then you can relax into a great and magical summer!

Published by The Young Magicians Club,
Centre for the Magic Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
England.

Editor: Mandy Davis
Advertisement Manager: Jack Delvin

Designed and printed by PNC Print & Design
020 8953 6116 artwork@pnc-print.co.uk

© 2007, The Young Magicians Club.
All Rights Reserved.

Opinions expressed may not always
reflect those of the Editorial team,
The Young Magicians Club team or
The Magic Circle Council.

• Young Magicians Club Team:

President: Alan Shaxon

Vice President: Ali Bongo

Honorary Vice President: Jack Delvin

Chairman: Mandy Davis

Secretary: Rob Page

Treasurer: Stephen Kennard

‘Secrets’ Editor: Mandy Davis

Council Liaison: James Fortune

Workshop Team: Kevin Doig
Steve Dela
Belinda Stewart

Webmaster: Mark Herrick
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page 3 • editorial • mandy’s magic words

page 4 • news • all the latest info

page 6 • performance tips • kenton knepper

page 7 • feature • joshua jay

page 8 • tricks • joshua jay

page 11 • member profile • julius dein

page 12 • feature • bristol day of magic

page 14 • soapbox • alex hansford

page 15 • tricks • chris wardle

page 16 • reviews • tricks, books & dvds

page 20 • funny bunny • puzzle, humourWATCH OUT!
DATE CHANGES

FOR WORKSHOPS!
Please be sure to note that two of the
workshop dates have changed from the

advertised programme:

The July workshop is now

12th July

The September workshop is now

20th September

All other dates stay
the same as

previously announced.

ANYONE IN
GRANTHAM AREA?
I have had an email from Peter Eldin, probably known to
many of you as a very successful author of magic books.
He tells me that he has four or five boxes of books,
magazines and tricks available to anyone who could make
use of them for their own performances.

The tricks include a Ken Brooke Chop Cup and a nice set
of Ken Brooke Cups and Balls. If you would like these
boxes they are free - provided you can go and collect
them from Peter. Please email me at the usual

WOW!
Presents a

WEEKEND OF WONDER

The junior branch of the Society of American
Magicians is holding the world’s first weekend convention for
juniors aged between seven and seventeen.

This Weekend of Wonder (WOW) will give learning
opportunities for all, from the absolute beginner to those who
are already earning money from paid shows. There will be
performances from both young magicians and from top
professionals. There will be approved dealers showing their
wares for you to buy and social events too.

If your family go along with you they will experience a
fantastic holiday as there is plenty to do in the area with
beaches, shopping malls and other attractions only a few miles
from the hotel where the convention takes place.
Registration per young magician is only $170 which is about
£85 and includes meals. The other members of your family can
buy tickets too, to include meals and shows but not the classes.
If you are interested in attending you can download a brochure
at www.magicsym.com
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APRIL 19
MAY 17
JUNE 14
JULY 12
SEPTEMBER 20 (Auditions)
OCTOBER 19 (Sunday J-Day)
NOVEMBER 15
Workshop fee £5.00

As always workshops will run from 11am -
4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle
HQ (address on page three). Please be
sure to bring a packed lunch (drinks and
crisps will be provided free), a deck of
cards, notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.

Please register in advance each time -
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

Workshop Dates 2008

The Side Show

Roll Up, Roll Up, Roll Up and enter the strange
world of 'The Side show'. See The Bearded
Lady; The Living Head; The Fastest
Mathematician; The French Guillotine and the
fastest Metamorphosis illusion in the
country. This is a fun and colourful show for
the whole family. All Side show exhibits are
created through magic and illusions and are
presented by Richard Leigh.

EVERY SATURDAY AT 11.30am
Booking to 12th July 2008

Tickets: Adults £10.00, Children and
Concessions £7.00 (Running time 1 hour)

Jermyn Street Theatre, 16b Jermyn Street,
London, SW1Y 6ST

Box Office 020 7287 2875
Or book online at www.falseimpressions.co.uk

PETER BLANCHARD
LITERARY AWARD

We finally caught up with Sam Clarke who writes our
‘Homing in on History’ series. He’s been such a busy
person this year; what with A-Levels, and checking out
which university he’ll hopefully be going to in the
autumn, it was only last month that I was able to
present him with the award he’d won back in October.
Although Sam is just reaching his eighteenth birthday,
and leaving YMC, I do hope that he will continue to
contribute his historical magicians to our pages as they
are always so interesting.

The Peter Blanchard LiteraryAward is presented to the
member of YMC who makes the most and best
contributions to ‘Secrets’ – and that could beYOU! I am
always looking for articles, it is always interesting to
hear what you’ve got to say – and that trophy is just
waiting to be won!
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PERFORMANCE BASICS 3
BY KENTON KNEPPER

IMITATION - OR THEFT?
To those who live by the notion that imitation is the most sincere
form of flattery, let me remind you that imitation is not the same
as theft.

Theft is not a sincere form of flattery at all. It is stealing from an-
other performer – period.

One performer I know was inspired by different writings and lec-
tures of mine to do his version of some of my works. As I taught
these things openly, I had no concern about his asking to do so. I
was happy to have inspired him in the search for his own material.

Then one night, after hearing much applause for his variations, he
turned to look towards me and performed a signature piece from
my act that I have never taught and always said I would guard
jealously.

He did not understand how my trick worked really. He had
guessed at it. It was not a good guess. He did stumble upon
part of the old working before it evolved a decade ago. But
none of this is truly the point. The man had
attempted to steal the one piece I said I was not sharing -
even with my students.

In doing so, he gave the audience the image that what he
was doing was what I had done previously. He was riding on
the wave of my act and even my signature piece. But the au-
dience was only somewhat impressed as he mistook a
method for a replacement of skill. He thought a gimmick was
the solution. Like many signature pieces that evolve over
decades, the real work is in the moves and the psychology
and not the gimmick.

He didn’t really understand the gimmick either and thought

it something rather crass, rather than a piece of beauty and
art.

Whether or not you can figure out, or guess, at a way that a
performer does a notable original piece that does not give you
the right to perform it. You might not like that and insist that
if something was performed it was meant to be stolen by less
inventive performers such as yourself. Of course if you would
not steal, you are not in said class of people.

I would have helped this person with many other things and he
would have saved large sums of money getting free advice
from me on the other effects of mine that he did. Now I will
not give him the time of day, nor will anyone I know. Rather
than have many well-known performers on his side to help him,
he alienated many by his one act of greed.

The worse part is that now, when I perform my much-treasured
piece, some audience members will believe it is exactly what
they saw the other fellow perform (and most of the audience
SAW exactly what allowed the other performer to imitate my
piece – the gimmick was excruciatingly obvious). He hurt the
audience experience of wonder and beauty and my own act.
He helped ruin a piece I had spent decades on perfecting, just
so that he could try and get by performing a slovenly version
and be like me.
Unless you like engaging the wrath of real professionals and
names in our beloved arts, I highly suggest you stay away from
their signature pieces unless they sell it to you at some time in
their career.

This latest experience taught me that I cannot perform original
or unpublished pieces ever again for any group of mentalists or
magicians anywhere. The majority of magicians and mentalists
will not get opportunities they would have had from me, due
to this one single person’s greed and lack of originality.

If such theft is something that you think hurts no one, think
again.



Joshua always says:

“I didn’t find magic.
Magic found me.”

You see - Joshua worked it out…

His dad showed him a card trick when he was very
young and, after hours of experimenting in his room,
Joshua worked it out. His dad, a magic enthusiast,
was most impressed.

Since that day Joshua Jay has made
numerous television appearances and has been a
headline performer and lecturer in over forty
countries. He routinely performs for distinguished
politicians and major celebrities and is a headliner at
the prestigious Magic Castle in Hollywood. He is the
author of two best-selling books on magic (his first
is published in five languages) and has
produced a series of top-selling instructional DVDs
for magicians. Joshua is a monthly columnist for
MAGIC Magazine in America.

Joshua also acts as magic consultant for
several multi-national toy manufacturers (most
recently for Marvel Comics) and has helped design
many of the magic sets on toy store shelves.

Joshua’s main performance style is close-up - coins,
ropes, even a television remote which vanishes,
stretches, and defies expectations in countless other
ways. But his passion is cards - head-turning,
jaw-dropping pieces that have gained Joshua
international renown as a card magician extraordi-
naire.

Believe it or not, he is very much an all-American
healthy looking young man and a parent’s dream:
polite and respectful, literate and articulate, witty,
thoughtful and charming.

Top performer Gregory Wilson says of Joshua: “I’ve
known him since he was a teenager and I’ve
performed with him on five continents. I’d like to be
able to say I’ve seen him progress, but he’s been
good from day one!”

And Joshua has been kind enough to offer YMC
members a trick from his lecture notes, an off-the-
wall item that he uses as a great opener for his
lectures...

WHO IS JOSHUA JAY?

volume13, number 3 • 7
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EFFECT:

The performer predicts an unknown person’s height
– exactly. I think this complements a magic show
well because the prediction is revealed in an inter-
esting, unexpected way. A purist mentalist would
argue that the only way to reveal a stranger’s height
is to read his mind, say the height, and be done with
it. In a magic show, this trick won’t start a religion –
but I hope it will perplex. I have found this works
best for audiences of ten to forty people.

APPARATUS:

A retractible metal tape measure
A dry marker

SECRET:

I wanted to reveal a length determined by the
audience on a tape measure – namely with an ‘X’
marking at the indicated point. I wrestled with two
solutions: a sliding ‘X’ (magnetic and otherwise) and
a way of marking the point secretly. My
eventual solution was count-intuitive. Rather than
marking the indicated spot, I found it far easier to
unmark all the other possibilities. You see a dry erase
marker looks indelible on a tape measure’s metallic
surface.

But with a gentle swipe of the thumb, it rubs away.
I find black ink shows up best against the standard
yellow tape measures.

PREPARATION:

To prepare the tape measure draw an ‘X’ on
every centimetre mark from 152 cm to 205 cm

approximately. Of course if your audience consists of
children (or if you are doing a basketball team’s
Christmas party) you’ll need to adjust the height
parameters accordingly. In my script I emphasize that
I don’t want a child for this trick which virtually
guarantees a subject tall enough for this trick to
work, whether male or female. And I’ve never done
the trick where anyone has been taller than 1.95m.
When completed your tape measure will have a run
of crosses on it (see above).
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PERFORMANCE:

“I’ve got a prediction - right here.” So saying, the
performer presents a tape measure and hands it to
a member of the audience. “It’s a standard tape
measure, much like one you’d find at home, in your
kitchen drawer. Take a look at it, pull out the tape a
bit, examine it and then pass it to the person next to
you.” It is impossible for the seated spectator to pull
the tape measure open far enough to expose your
section of markings so I encourage them to examine
the object in every manner.

Now you’ll need to select a subject. You can easily
turn your head and call ‘stop’ as spectators pass the
tape measure across the aisles. Whoever has the
tape measure when you indicate to stop is the ran-
domly chosen spectator. However I proceed differ-
ently.

I ask a spectator to indicate anyone in the front row
and ask that person to think of someone not present
– someone I certainly couldn’t know. I then ask his
height, say 1.75 metres.

“That would be, what? I think 175 cms? Correct?” I
allow the audience to help me convert the height
into centimetres. I take the tape measure and ask
the spectator to hold the end of the tape.

Now I move back slowly, holding the tape measure
in my right hand. It is important that the right thumb
rest about an inch from the tape measure’s opening.
It gently rests on the top of the tape measure,
loosely pinching it from above (with the right first
finger pinching from beneath). This grip will not
change when you start erasing marks.

Draw attention to the tape measure as the numbers
get larger: “You’ll notice that as we go along the
tape there is still no marking of any kind. What I
don’t understand is why I had an inclination to write
a large “X” as a prediction at precisely 175 cms.!”

As you approach 175, stop. Your thumb has erased

all the ‘X’ markings it has passed but you’ll only find
trace amounts of smudges (if any) on your thumb.
You will not experience any noticeable discoloura-
tion. Move slowly, bit by bit, until you see 174. at
this point you lift your right thumb slightly, taking
care not to erase the ‘X’ at 175.

Immediately after you pass it, point to it with your
left hand as you take a large step backward, away
from the mark. As you do this clamp on the tape
with your right thumb again, erasing the remainging
marks as you walk backward.

The ‘X’ is clear but not easy for those beyond the
first row to see. To display your prediction more
clearly, lock the tape measure and then pinch a sec-
tion containing the ‘X’ between your hands. At this
point you can display the prediction to the audience
more clearly and prove that you have, indeed, pre-
dicted a stranger’s height with uncanny accuracy.

HEIGHTENED SENSES
by Joshua Jay�

EASY
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Stunning Effects, Clever Methods, Clear Explanations - all with the Schneider Touch!

International Magic, 89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX

For Full details visit: www.internationalmagic.com

E:admin@internationalmagic.com - Tel:+ 44 (0) 20 7405 7324 - Fax:+ 44 (0) 20 7831 2927

Synonymous with fine quality and creative magic, Al Schneider never
disappoints!  Over 60 minutes of  inspiring, expert material from one

of magic’s stars.  A Magician of huge knowledge and skill:

‘Al Schneider - live at the MacMillan Magic Convention, London  2007’

Included are: Dances With Coins
An incredible, bewildering one coin routine that’s as easy to do as it is effective!

Silk In Bottle
A silk vanishes from one hand and instantly re-appears inside a bottle
held in the other!  This is so good you’ll want to watch it in slow motion!

Osmosis
3 coins are visibly plucked through a chiffon scarf - It’s as direct as that!

Expansion Of Texture
One of Vernon’s favourite effects gets the Schneider touch!  A coin wrapped in a
handkerchief and securely held by a spectator, is joined by another coin under these
impossible conditions - this’ll leave your audience speechless!

When Spaces Change Places 
The ‘Hugs and Kisses’ effect taken to a new dimension!  Two different coloured
pieces of card are shown, each with a hole.  One hole is square, the other card’s hole
is round.  Impossibly the holes visibly change places!  This looks like real magic!

Wild Coins
David Roth credits Al with the basic idea for the Wild Coins routine but this
is Al’s own take on David’s routine!  Three silver coins are poured from a
goblet.  One by one each coin changes to copper and is tossed back into
the goblet.  After a magical pass, the coins are once more poured out.
Unbelieveably all are silver again and everything can be examined

Cups and Balls
Al performs and explains his new, stunningly direct routine for this timeless classic

proudly present a stunning new lecture DVD featuring

International Magic - London

+ postage
£25.00
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Favourite Film? Green Street

Favourite Magicians? Criss Angel

What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The
Most? Either magic that takes your breath
away or magic that makes you burst into tears
of laughter.

What do you like most about Secrets:
I enjoy hearing about people’s magic
experiences and, of course, Mandy’s Magic
Words

Favourite magic DVD? The Dan and Dave
Trilogy

Strongest non-magical performing
influences? Charlie Hunnam

Strongest magical influences? Again, Criss
Angel

What is your favourite magic on TV? Dirty
Tricks

Which magician would you most like to be
and why? David Copperfield because he is
amazing, oh and of course he is rich.

If you had your own TV chat show and
could interview any three people - real or
fictitious, dead or alive - who would they
be?, Criss Angel, Jessica Simpson and um...
Bobby Moore!!

Top tip for getting into magic? Go to magic
conventions, seriously you learn so much.

Some people I would like to thank in magic
for either their help or encouragement?
Mandy, Sirus Magic, the Indian Magic Acad-
emy and my grandparents for getting me into
magic.

Age: 13

Current Home: East Finchley, N London

Joined the Young Magicians Club: 2006

Hobbies apart from Magic: I play the guitar
and violin, I used to play chess, I work on a
magic stall at Camden Market and I take part
in debating competitions. I play football and
support West Ham United (the most amazing
team in the world!!!).

Favourite magic book? Do not have a clue,
and yes I can read!

Favourite Non-Magic Book? All Darren Shan
books.

Julius Dein
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Once again the Bristol Magic Society had put together a superb
timetable of top stars who performed and lectured for everyone and
mingled when they weren’t in the limelight. There were plenty of deal-
ers, both old established ones and new names too, to while away the
time between the events and the whole day ended with one of the
best gala shows I’d seen for ages.
Our day started with an Autograph Party, which sadly clashed with
Mark Leveridge’s children’s magic lecture. Fifteen under-18s came
along and seven ‘stars of magic’ were kind enough to come in to share
their wisdom in exchange for our coffee and muffins! The group con-
sisted of overseas and homegrown talents – Juliana Chen, Stephen
Bargatze, Fay Presto, John Lenahan, John Archer, Marc Paul and Mike
O-Brien. Questions and answers flew back and forth: how did they
first get into magic, best ways of learning, styles were all covered in
this forty-five minute slot – as well as time to actually have photos
taken and programmes or notebooks signed.
Then it was time for the close up show – two sessions so that every-
one got to see everything. In my room Mike O’Brien opened with his
wonderfully dry humour enhanced by his lugubrious expression.
Stephen Bargatze had the whole room in fits of laughter with a set
which included his wonderful performance of the ‘Eleven Dollar Bill
Trick’ and we ended with Lennart Green whose accurate wanderings
through a deck of cards, whilst his head was wrapped in foil, was
totally amazing!
In the afternoon Mark Paul gave us his forty minute one-man show –
the one he would do for a commercial audience – proving that simple,
direct plots are the way to go.
Stephen Bargatze talked to us about some of the routines he per-
forms, whether in close up or stage settings, including his sponge ball
routine which uses a fisherman’s net and his own version of the

BBRRIISSTTOOLL  DDAAYY  OF  MAGIC�

�

�

� �

�

�
�

above: Autograph Pa
rty

below: Mike O’Brien

above: Lennart Green

above: Marc Paul

right: John Archer

below: Stephen & Julian
abelow: Stephen Bargatzebelow: John Lenahan
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Chicago Opener. Lennart Green ended the educational part of the day
with some fascinating card work, some of it completely self-working
and easy to do.

Then, after a break for supper, magicians joined with the general
public to sit in the glorious Playhouse theatre and watch an
exhilarating show. Following the local dance troupe, John Lenahan
joined us as MC for the evening. Paul Dabek, one time member of
YMC and a past Young Magician of the Year, proved that working on
cruise ships had really sharpened up his silent dove act which was a
joy to watch. Mike O’Brien had us, once again, in fits of laughter with
his self-deprecating humour and gentle use of volunteers from the au-
dience. Then to close the first half the unusual Brando and Silvana dis-
played a wonderfully imaginative street magic act before the thought
of approaching policemen brought about a most incredible change
of costumes, props and scenery.
The dancers were back for the second half and John Lenahan warmly
welcomed Stephen Bargatze to the stage. Stephen had everyone in
uproar as he dealt with the children he brought onto the stage and
then crawled over the seats in the stalls to find himself a woman
spectator to declare undying love to – as well as to vanish her ring! He
was followed by Antje Pode who juggled memorably and accurately,
using mostly her feet and various sizes of suitcases. Then, to end this
truly excellent show, the amazing magic of Juliana Chen with her
famous floating mask and superb card manipulations.
The audience left the theatre singing the praises of every act they’d
seen and wondering what Bristol are going to do next year – not
forgetting their 50th convention in two years’ time! Can’t wait….

Words & photos MANDY DAVIS

BRISTOL  DAYY  OOFF  MMAAGGIICC
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above & below: Autographs Galor
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right: Juliana Chen

above: Stephen Bargatze

below: Paul Dabek
below: Stephen & Julian
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This was such an experience!

My uncle lives in Los Angeles and, as he knew that I was coming over
to stay with him, he was desperately trying to get me into the Magic
Castle to see some of the magic which was going on there. I was very
excited…..

Unfortunately it had been a very busy week and being able to get in
to see some master magicians perform their art was proving
problematic for my uncle. He had pestered a guy for about a week
with constant phone-calls and conversations, all concerning whether
I would be able to get into the castle to watch some true masters in
their crafts. Luckily my uncle's hard work paid off.

It was the Saturday morning "brunch" at the Magic Castle and some
lay spectators were gathered outside, talking quietly to each other of
the wonders which may await them inside the building. A short lady
came to the front door, as the valet people parked my uncle's car, and
greeted my uncle with a beaming smile and a hug. They had obviously
met before this date. She asked how he was doing and then turned
to me. I was dressed smartly and was very excited by now. We shook
hands and I found out that this woman was called Kate.

We were bustled inside the Castle and I instantly gazed around. I saw
an owl with two blinking red eyes which I later found out opened the
secret bookcase entrance when you said "Open Sesame" to it. 
My uncle and I were among the first people to enter the building that
day so we got a very, very quick tour around the Castle from the five
bars to the buffet rooms, the Close-up Gallery to the Museum, the
Parlour and the Palace of Mystery. Then it was time for us to watch our
first show of the day and this was a really happy moment.
I asked Kate, as she peeped her head through two double doors, who
was performing in the close-up gallery first and she said:  "You are!"

This was somewhat a shock as I had not prepared at all. However, I
still managed to scramble together a half-decent act by the time it was
my performance. There are only twenty-two seats in the close-up
gallery so this wasn't very nerve-racking. However I was feeling just a
little nervous about performing in the world famous Magic Castle for
the first time ever in my life - so much so that I actually had to pace
about the changing room.

It was a great experience performing for the guests at the Castle; I did
one show and got lots of applause, so much applause that I actually
got asked to do another show! I did this, which was great, and they
gave me a free lunch.  They asked me to come back for the Sunday to
perform again but I had other plans, and had to give it a miss, but
they did offer me the chance to go back the following weekend
instead.

I got there on the Saturday morning, with my uncle and my friend
River, and discovered this was a sort of audition time for the junior
members of the Magic Castle  magicians’ club (who were all at least
two years older than me). This was a great day, as we saw many dif-
ferent acts, and whilst I was standing in the lobby, waiting for my
uncle and River to return from lunch, I couldn't help doing a
flourish - and of course once you do one flourish you cannot help but
do another! So there I was quietly doing "Jackson 5", with an
improvisation upon Chris Kenner's “Sybil” at the end, and I was spot-
ted!  This sixteen year old walked up to me and started talking about
my "skillz" and congratulated me. I was very happy and thanked him
for his kind words.  After that, he spread the word:
"There's this cool kid who is insane at flourishing and - what else - he's
English!"

I didn't want to cause a scene but that was the way it was turning
out. People would come over to me and ask to see some magic or
"ruin their dreams" as some of the older members rather incorrectly
stated.  This was such a brilliant day.  Eventually we said our
good-byes, then went to the local magic shop, "The Magic Apple",
which was great.

We went back to the Castle on Sunday, for brunch, and a couple of
the ‘auditioners’ from the previous day were there performing, but I
was the only non-member and incredibly non-famous magician there!
I did three shows and got standing ovations in two of them - however
the bad thing was that there was only ONE person in the audience
each time! At least I knew those two people liked my magic!

Most of the audience for the third performance was either my family
or River's family but I put on a good show for them anyway. 
I hope that one day I will be able to go back to the Magic Castle in
Hollywood; it was an honour performing there.

by Alex Hansford
Alex receiving his J-Day Close-up Trophy with Alan Shaxon and Mandy Davis

MY
MAGICAL
TIME AT
THE MAGIC
CASTLE

Photo by Brian Sibley
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I recently presented this effect at a
YMC workshop and here it is to
share with all:

‘The Moveable Prediction’ is rather a
strange name for a trick but it comes
from the fact that this effect was
inspired by the trick “Immovable
Object” which was developed by
Bob Hummer, Stewart James and
Mel Stover. It was a coin prediction
which can be found in ‘Self-Working
Coin Magic’ by Karl Fulves. 
I have taken their coin prediction
idea and turned it into a silk effect.
This has doubled the prediction
aspect yet retained its simplicity. 

EFFECT:

The Magician displays six empty
wine glasses, numbered from one
through six. He then shows six silks:
yellow, red, green, blue, purple and
pink.

A spectator is invited to place each
of the different silks into any glass
whilst the Magician's back is turned.
Once this is done, The spectator is of-
fered a small magic wand and is in-
vited to place this into any one of the
six glasses, again while his back is
turned.
A second spectator stands up
and begins to read a small set of
instructions.The first spectator is
instructed to move the wand a
number of times along the glasses,
eliminating glasses each time.
Incredibly, despite the free choice of
silks, wand position and movement
along the glasses, the spectator ends
up with the wand in glass number
five -  which contains the silk colour
the Magician had predicted! 
At the end of the instructions it
reads:

“You will end up with (the chosen
coloured silk) in glass 5!”

APPARATUS:

Six empty wine glasses
Six differently coloured silks
Six differently coloured envelopes
Six sets of instructions

PRESENTATION:

“Immovable Object” had a spectator
following a number of moves until a
coin ended in position number five.
By using wine glasses and silks in
bright colours, this has become an
ideal trick for a larger audience and
you are able to predict not only the
position of the wand, but also the
colour of the chosen silk!
To begin with, the wand will always
end up in glass number five if you
follow the instructions, but you do
not know which silk will be placed
into this glass. Therefore, you need
six sets of instructions (as shown
below) each ending with a different
colour.

INSTRUCTIONS:

• Make the SAME number of moves
as the number of your chosen 
glass. (So if you put the wand into
glass number 5, you move the 
wand 5 times along the row of 
glasses.)

• Remove glass 1

• Make ONE move. Remove glass 6.

• Make FOUR moves. Remove

glass 2

• Make THREE moves. Remove 

glass 3

• Make THREE more moves.

Remove glass 4

• You finished with a (COLOUR OF 

SILK) in glass 5!

Print out these instructions six times,
each time ending with a different
colour to match your six silks. Put
each set of instructions in an enve-
lope and put them into a jacket
pocket. Use coloured envelopes
which match the colour of the silks,

so if they put a yellow silk into glass
5, then take out the yellow envelope
and your prediction will match at the
end of the instructions!
When the spectator has put the silks
into the glasses turn around to hand
the spectator the wand. While you’re
doing this, glimpse which colour silk
is in glass number five. For example
the green silk might be in glass 5.
Take out the correct envelope (green)
which has the instructions inside
which end with ‘You finished with a
GREEN silk in glass 5!’
Idea: If you can, stand at the back
of the audience (so that you can’t
“influence the spectator’s choice” as
the wand is placed into any one of
the glasses). Actually, this gives you
a chance to hand the envelope to
someone near the back. This means
that when you come forward and ask
that person to stand up, the rest of
the audience may believe you gave
them the envelope much earlier. 
Ask the spectator with the instruc-
tions to read each one slowly and
clearly, pausing between each one. 
It is important that the spectator at
the front knows that a ‘move’ means
placing the wand into an adjacent
(next door) glass. So if three moves
have to be moved, then he/she will
move back or forwards by three
glasses. If the end of the line is
reached, then the spectator must
move back up it. There cannot be
jumps from glass six to glass one or
vice versa.

NOTE:

You could put anything you like into
the glasses rather than silks, as long
as they are bright and visible for
your audience. You could use actual
drinks (cola, milk, lemonade, cher-
ryade, lime cordial, orange juice) and
a coaster placed on top of the
glasses. The coaster could be moved
from glass to glass rather than a
wand. You would need to ask the
spectator to pour the drinks into the
numbered glasses, then just spot
which drink went into glass number
5!

‘THE MOVEABLE
PREDICTION’ 

By
CHRIS WARDLE

1 2 3 4 5 6

��
Takes practice
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense)

Spongeball magic has been called by some the best magic
you can do because the magic takes place in the
spectator's own hand.  The trick can be performed by
beginners but it is often used by seasoned pros.  Steve
Dacri is one of those pros and he's been performing
versions of the sponge ball trick for years. 

With over two hours of video instruction, a one-cam-
era shoot, somewhat amateurishly done, some of it
recorded before spectators at the Magic Castle, Steve
teaches how to produce the sponge balls from a
purse frame, how to do a standard false transfer, a
two-in-the-hand-one-in-the pocket routine, a se-
quence where the balls are apparently squashed
into flat sponge disks - and more, about ten tricks
in all.  There are also guest performances by several other
sponge ball experts.

While there is some repetition, Steve knows what he is talking about and this set, including as
it does both instruction and apparatus, would make a fine start for a beginning magician or
anyone who wants to add the sponges to their repertoire. 

SPONGEBALL TOOLBOX
Steve Dacri � Reviewed by Matthew Field

7/10

2 hr. 20 min. DVD, four
 red

and one yello
w one-inch

spongeballs, 
, two red

sponge discs,
 sculpted

sponge bunn
y, and purse

frame.  £14.99 plu
s £2.60

p&p from www.dude-

thatscoolmagic.co.uk

Value for money?

7/10

9/10
Worth the pract

ice?

Amaze your frien
ds?

As a fan of magic you know there is a new DVD, promising the next big thing, released every other
day. So you pick one, hand over your hard earned cash and get something that, in the real world, is far

from useable. You have to believe me when I
tell you that this one is different.

The funny gentle giant of magic that is Martin
Cox has put out a DVD which is worth its
weight in gold. Martin Cox is a real working
magician with some great real world rou-
tines. 

Martin covers effects from his close up,
cabaret and family shows. You see all
material performed in a lecture style format, then explained in detail in what is
a well produced production. Martin explains his great “Chop Cup and Watch Steal”
routine with all its honed patter as well as a stage “Watch Steal” routine. There are
also some of the freshest family show bits of business I have seen in recent years. It’s
all topped off with performance tips and advice which make this a solid buy for
anyone who is a working magician.

It’s the kind of thing Michael Close would call a “worker”. 

FOUR
Martin Cox  
� Reviewed by Dean Maudsley 

9/10
Value for money?

9/10

9/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

DVD £20 post free fromwww.martincoxstore.com

reviews
��

Takes practice

��
Takes practice
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�
EASY

THE AMAZING, MYSTICAL VANISHING BANDANA
Robert Haas    � Reviewed by Matthew Field

This is a modern, updated version of an essentially funny trick. The idea is that the magician says he's
just received a new item from the 'Trick of the Month
Club', the Vanishing Bandana.  He puts on a CD with the
'instructions' and removes from the box of magic a ba-
nana, although the announcer says the trick is done
with a bandana.  The fun ensues as he squashes the
thing, but it ultimately vanishes showing the magic has
been accomplished.

There are a ton of gags included, puns and visual
humour.  The professionally recorded CD has male
and female versions, and a printed script is available
as well.   There is a second trick included using the
Devil's Hank, 'Bill to Impossible Location', also with
male and female versions.  The only problem with
this, at least for non-US performers, is the use of
the word 'bill' instead of 'banknote': but again a
printed script allows one to record hi/her own
versions.  

The Devil's Hank is very well made, in opaque
material, and with a velcro-attached bag to
receive the goo.  This is easy to clean.

This is a solid five minutes of comedy magic, suitable for kid shows and adult performances as well.

8/10

Devil's Hank, ungaffed bandana,six-track CD, 33-page instructionbooklet.  £39.99 plus £2.60postage from www.dudethatscool-magic.co.uk

Value for money?

8/10

9/10
Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

“This is one of the most astonishing things I’ve witnessed in a long, long time”.  That was my reaction, published in a review of a
performance by Tim Ellis and Sue-Anne Webster at New York’s Monday Night Magic and now

endlessly floating around the internet, to a trick invented by
Anders Moden.

An open soda can is crushed, and then it inexplicably
starts to ‘heal’, first expanding back to its original size,
then resealing itself.  The pop-top is opened, the thing
fizzes, and the soda is poured into a glass.  The
expanding of the can is like a movie special effect.

The trick needs a bit of preparation, not difficult to
accomplish.  Anders originally published this as a small
booklet and now he has expanded the idea, with
several additional presentational ideas, and presented
it in the DVD format.

Healed and Sealed Soda 2.0
Anders Moden � Reviewed by Matthew Field

8/10

DVD, 50 mins.  £14.99 p
lus

£2.60 p&p fr
om

www.dudethatsc
oolmagic

.co.uk

Value for money?

9/10

9/10
Worth the pract

ice?

Amaze your frien
ds?

��
Takes practice
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The UK’s brightest, full colour, independent, bi-monthly magazine 
Miss it and you miss a lot! 

1yr (6 issue) sub: 
£22.50 (UK) 

2yrs (12 issues) sub: 
£39.75 (UK) 

Instant downloads: 
£3.25 per issue 
Available from 

www.magicseen.co.uk 
13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA 

 
 

 

 

                  

 

                    
ERIC BAILEY 

Magic with money is always cool, especially on the street! 
 

The magician shows a small black paddle encircled with three elastic bands.  

A spectator is asked to bet 20p. A question is asked. If they get the answer right 

they ‘double their money’. 

The paddle is shown empty on both sides and the 20p is slipped under the top 

elastic band. 

A very simple question is asked, which the spectator duly answers correctly. The 

paddle is turned over and a second 20p is now seen to have appeared under the 

elastic band at the rear of the paddle. They have doubled their money. 

This is repeated twice more so that the spectator’s 3 20p’s have doubled into 6. 

All six coins are removed from the paddle. 

Three of the coins are returned to the paddle and the Jackpot question asked. 

The spectator fails to answer the question correctly.  The magician flicks the 

paddle and a £20 note appears. 

The spectator gets their 3 20p’s back but the magician wins the Jackpot Prize!           

 

Complete with full instructions.                                                ONLY £5 

JJAACCKK’’SS MMAAGG IICC SSHHOOPP          www.JackDelvin.co.uk/shop       

Pay Pal 
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SS OOLLUUTTIIOONNSS  &&  AANNNNOOUUNNCCEEMMEENNTT SS

CONGRATULATIONS:

Entries for the April competition came pouring in this time – well, there
were eight! Where are you all? Over 500 members and only eight of
you entering to win a prize which is available to you via a quick email,
no 090 numbers to call! Mind you – eight is better than most times.

This doesn’t deter from the winner who got the answer right. The
name was drawn from a bag by the Examinations Secretary of The
Magic Circle – and the lucky person to receive the Radio Magic
Interview with Wayne Dobson is…. NEIL HOBSON.
Oh – and the answer to the question was ‘A Kind of Magic’.

JUNE COMPETITION:

Two DVDs available for you this
month:

If you’ve read the reviews pages you’ll know
that Martin Cox has a new DVD available. We
are offering this as a prize to you. We also have
Keith Bennet’s DVD of McDonalds $100 Aces
which includes Kickback Monte (as reviewed in
the December issue of the magazine).  All you
need to do is to answer the following question:

For how many years has The Magic Circle
occupied its Headquarters? 

Send your answers by email or by
letter (usual addresses on page 3)
no later than 20th June 2008.

APRIL SOLUTIONS:

CRYPTOGRAM - To reveal the correct message replace
each letter with the letter which preceeds it in the
alphabet ie. B = A, T = S etc.

Magic
Circles
solution

Magic Circles

Arrange the
numbers from 1 to
18 so that the sum

of any two
symmetrical pairs
of numbers is 19.
Three pairs have
already been

placed.  Can you
place the rest?
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Sleight Of Hand With Coins by Jay Sankey
Learn the sleight-of-hand secrets of professional
magicians! Featuring 17 incredible effects and 24 killer
sleights, this is the ultimate introduction to performing
eye-popping sleight-of-hand magic with just a few bor-
rowed coins! Learn the secrets behind many of Jay
Sankey's all-time favorite vanishes, productions, trans-
positions and routines! And Jay has included TWO
BONUS SECTIONS!
BONUS 1: COIN FLOURISHES
Learn two of the most popular flourishes in coin magic and look like a TOTAL PRO!
BONUS 2: THE SECRET ART OF LAPPING
A collection of powerful techniques you can use to ASTOUND people any time you are
seated at a table - £15.00

Sleight Of Hand With Cards by Jay Sankey
Featuring 18 FULL ROUTINES and 40 SLEIGHTS, this is the
ultimate introduction to performing astounding sleight-of-hand
magic with just an ordinary pack of cards!
Learn the secrets behind many of Jay Sankey's all-time favorite
card miracles including dozens of changes, controls, forces,
counts and vanishes! And as a very special added bonus, Jay
has included TWO BONUS SECTIONS!

BONUS SECTION 1: FLOURISHES

Five professional sleight-of-hand flourishes (so you can look
like you have been handling a deck of cards for years!)

BONUS SECTION 2: SECRET POKER TECHNIQUES

Five super-secret poker techniques including false shuffles, cuts and deals - £15.00

SPECIAL SECRETS OFFER - BUY BOTH FOR - £25.00 + p&p
(please mention ‘Secrets’ at time of ordering to get the special offer)

Check out our website, updated every week
www.merlinswakefield.com     www.merlinswakefield.co.uk
email: merlins@btconnect.com  Tel : +44(0)1924 339933

Its Always Magic at...................................... Merlins!



www.markleveridge.co.uk  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 cards are selected and the deck shuffled. One is found 
with a single cut of the cards - the second selection eerily 

pushes itself right out of the centre of the pack! 
 

No re-set, no threads, magnets or blocks of cards. Deck 
can be fanned, spread and shuffled as normal. 

 
Price: £20.00 + P&P* 

(See a dem of this item on our website) 

Mark Leveridge Magic, 13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA 
Tel: 01392 252000 E-mail: magic@markleveridge.co.uk 

*Online and Telephone Orders - P&P charged on a weight based scale. Mail Orders 
paid by cheque/PO, please add 20% of order value. A credit note will be issued for 

overpayments compared to weight based prices of £1.00 or more . CD Lecture Books 
and TricKlip CDs ordered on their own sent post free. 

We accept Mastercard, Visa, American Express and Maestro 

TThhee  KKaayymmaarr  MMaaggiicc  CCoommppaannyy
QQuuaall ii ttyy  AAffffoorrddaabbllee  MMaaggiicc

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members

TThhee  NNeeww  KKaayymmaarr  CCaattaalloogguuee
iiss  nnooww  aavvaaii llaabbllee  OOnnllyy  ££33--0000

(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Web site www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,

Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
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